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As requested, we are reporting the results of our revieiv of the estent to 
which the Air Force attempted to procure spare paITs for the B-1B 
bomber directly from the manufacturers to alroid costs of o\,erhead and 
profit that are incurred when they are bought from prime contractors. 
Our analysis of 34 parts included in the initial procurements of B-l B 
spares disclosed that none were bought directI), from the manufacturers 
c\w though 25 of the items qualified for direct purchase. In addition, 
\ve noted instances in which the Air Force bought B-1B spare parts from 
prime contractors even after it had purchased identical items from the 
manilfacturers at lower prices. 

1)cpartment of Defense data shows that buying spares from the manu- 
facturers, which is referred to as “breakout.” generally’ results in price 
reductions by avoiding prime contractors’ charges for o\w-head and 
profit. IJ’hile not all of the more than $2.3 billion worth of B-1B spare 
parts bought by the Air Force could be broken out. the potential price 
reductions resulting from breakout actions were substantial. Air Force 
analyses of 736 spares broken out from prime contractors to manufac- 
turers during calendar year 1986 by the Oklahoma City Air Logistics 
Ccnt.er, one of five such centers proL4ding support for Air Force weapon 
systems, showed price reductions ranging from 36 percent to 6’2 percent 
and averaging 50 percent. Such potential price reductions iverc not 
being realized for the B-1B. howe\,er. because the Air Force did not take 
full advantxge of breakout opportunities. b 

Background 
----- ~-- 

‘I’hch Air Force contracted for the production of 100 B-113 aircraft, the 
last of which is cspccted to be delivered in April 1988. The KlH is being 
Ixodwcd by four associate prime contractors (as opposed to a single 
~,r~mc contractor) i\,ith a different associate contractor ha\ring produc- 
tion responsibility for the airframe, engines. offensive ax%mics. and 
tlet’cnsivc a\Gonics. Also. the Air Force awarded contracts to six compo- 
ncnt nianlit’ac.tul’crs for the braking system and wheels. ausiliary pou’w 
unit spares. ejection seats, radomes. inertial navigation equipment. and 
g~‘ro stabilizers. The airframe contractor is responsible for integration 
and final assembly. To obtain needed R- 1 B spare parts that they do not 



manufacture, the associate prime contractors and component manut’ac- 
turers contract with spares manufacturers. 

The Air Force Logistics Command (AF’LC) used a new concept called 
Expanded Advance Buy (EAR) to acquire spares for the B-l B. The ISII 
invol\:ecl procuring combined initial and replenighment spares rcquire- 
ments in quantities anticipated to be needed to support the B- 1 B aircraft 
for 4 years. In implementing the EAR, AFLC purchased all of the parts 
from the four associate prime contracators and six component mamlfac- 
turers. even when these organizations were not the manufacturers of 
the parts. EAB may be considered for use in fut,ure systems’ acquisitions. 

Buying spares from manufacturers is a cost-effective alternative to deal- 
ing exclusively with prime contractors when provisioning a weapon sys- 
tem. To take advantage of this alternative, the Air Force must identify 
the manufacturers of parts not made by prime contractors, determine 
that the prime contractors add no value to the parts after manufacture, 
and execute contracts with the manufacturers. 

The Department of Defense (DOD) established its “Breakout Program” in 
1963 and issued a joint service regulation in 1969. One of the program’s 
objectives is the earliest possible screening of spare parts to determine 
the potential for breakout. Until recently, however! Air Force breakout 
efforts generally encompassed only replenishment spares purchases. 
The breakout concept was not officially extended to initial spares until 
February 22, 19%. when the Air Force published procedures mandating 
breakout of initial spares. 

_______-~ 

Spares Breakout Not M’e analyzed 33 B- 1 B spares included in the E.W. which were bought 

Adequately Used 
During EAB 

from. but not manufactured by. three of the four associate prime con- L 
tractors. Of these, 25 met the Air Force breakout criteria. Subsequent to 
the EM, all 25 items were approved for breakout and. in fact. additional 
replenishment quantities of 1’7 of the items have been purchased from 
the manufacturers. 

\Vhilo we have not eiraluated the rationale for or o\rcrall results of the 
I.:IH, in our opinion. the Air Force could have avoided prime contractors’ 
o\,crhcad and profit charges if. in executing the l-year I:W it had takcw 
advantage of opportunities to bug initial and re~~lenist~n~~cnt spart’s 
tiirectl~~ from manufacturers. The follo\ving esamples demonstratc~ 
missed breakout opportunities during the I.:AH. 



9 Stock No. 6680-C) 1- 147~834&JF; a sensor used to monitor fan rotor reiw- 
lut ions on the FlO 1 engine used on the B- 1 B. During discussions for ini- 
tial provisioning with Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center and other Ait 
Force officials, the General Electric Company. an associate prime con- 
tractor, identified Simmonds Precision, Inc., as the actual manufacturer 
of this sensor. However, the center did not attempt to break out the item 
at that time, but instead contracted with the associate prime contractor 
in March 1984 to buy eight units at a cost of $2,361 each under the K.M. 
I Ising the data provided by General Electric. the center later appro\,ed 
this item for breakout for follow-on replenishment spares, and in 
November 1986 it purchased 20 units from the manufacturer at a cost of 
S 1,908 cacti. After breaking out this item, the Air Force paid about SK3 
less per unit than it paid for the eight items bought previousl), from the 
associate prime contractor. 

l Stock No. 29 15Ol-2W0167,JF; a fuel control for the FlO 1 engine used 
on the B-113. In .July 1982, General Electric identified M’oodward Gover- 
nor, Inc., as the manufacturer of this item. Oklahoma City Air Logistics 
Center officials said they considered breaking out the item, but in March 
I984 they purchased eight units at a cost of $X1,624 each from the asso- 
ciate prime contractor under the EAB. Using the data pro\,ided by Gen- 
twl Electric, the center later approved this item for breakout for follow- 
cm replenishment spares and in Jul), 1986 purchased five units from the 
manufacturer at a cost of $51,6$5 each. After breaking out this item, the 
Air Fcwce paid S 18,949 less per unit than it paid for each of the eight 
units bought previously from the prime contractor. 

hIateria1 requirements branch and B-l B program officials at the 
Oklahoma City center agreed that breakout of initial and replenishment 
sp;wc parts during the E:AH could have resulted in price reductions simi- 
lar to those shown in the two examples above for the procurement of 
follow-on replenishment spares. They stated. however, that breakout b 

rcquirr~s additional administrative leadtime and paperwork. These offi- 
c*ials said that it takes an average of 273 days of administrati\,e lradtimc 
lo ncgot iatc specific quantities and prices for indi~~iclual procurements 
with mamit’act urers, bvhilc procurements from t hc associate prime con- 
tractors can be processed \vithout dela), by issuing unpriced. automated 
~wn~isioned items orders’ against existing contracts. 
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Material management officials at the center also statc:tl that l’Llll-SCillC’ 
de~~elopment and production of the H- 1 B aircraft wew l~7fcu-n~~d ~‘on- 
currently to compress the time required to achie\re cl~~ploymc~nt. ‘l’hcy 
said that Lvhile this approach enabled the Air Forw to achieve initial 
operational capability (UC) for the first aircraft to be put on alert at 
I3ycss Air Force Base ( AFB), Texas, within a relati\,ely short period ot 
time (about 5 years), it did not prwride enough time to break out the 
items, put them on contract with manufacturers. and rec*ci\re tlrem b>r 
October 1, 19W the IOC date for the B- 1 R They noted that the wnt(~~ 
considered at tempting to execute contracts with 1 (I s1,at.W manufactur- 
crs. including \Voodward Governor. Inc.. which manufactures the frwl 
cant rol discussed in the above example. but that because ot the cwpha- 

sis on meeting the IOC date, the it,ems eventually kvere bought from the 

associate prime contractors. The officials stated that during the I-:m. 
contractual arrangements were already available with the four associate 
prime contractors to buy the total quantities of spares projected to be 
needed during the first 4 years of B-1B operation. They said losing t.his 
alternative avoided the longer administrative leadtime associated with 
direct buys that they believed might have precludecl hairing ntrcdcd 
parts available to meet IOC for the B- 1 H. 

AFI.C officials said that the B-1H EAH. which in\wlved initial and rcl~lcn- 
ishment spares. occurred at a time during 1983 throllgh 1985 when ( I 1 
no formal guidelines existed co\rering breakout of irlitial spares and ( 2) 
the arltomated pro\%ioning system had limited ability to handle brwk- 
cut purchases from manufacturers. AIW officials said that in Febrlwr>r 
1985 .AIW published procedures mandating init ial spares breakout. In 
addition. .w.c made improvements to its automated system that no\{ 
enables it to be used for purchases directly from manllfactrlrcrs. IIow- 
eVer. the), said achie\,ing breakout during initial pro\‘isioning will 
always be difficult. especially !vhen the acquisition timeframe for ;I b 

\veapon system is compressed, as it was for the B- 1 R. They said that 
administrative leadtime and paperwork, combined \\rit h manlxnvcrr 
shortages, ivill continue to be obstacles to cff(*cti\xs t)txLako\ll OF init ial 
spares. 



information as early as possible, it could ha\:e executed contracts with 
some manufacturers and assured delivery of the parts before the KX 
date. For example, in *July 1982-51 months before the IOC date-IVood- 
ward Governor. Inc., was identified as the manufacturer of the fuel con- 
trol (Stock No. 29150 1-208-U 167,JF). Considering a S&month 
administrative leadtime and the SO-month actual production leadtime 
when ordered from the associate prime contractor, this early identifica- 
tion of the manufacturer ga\Je the Air Force ample time to break out this 
item. 

The Air Force could also have taken advantage of breakout opportuni- 
ties b), recognizing that not all of the spares quantities included in the 
E.AH would be needed by the B-l B IOC’ date. Some spares needed for the 
last two B-1B squadron acti\,ations. which were scheduled 12 to 1 ti 
months after the IW date as shown in table 1. could ha\Te been broken 
out. 

-.-- 
Tab(e 1: Actlvatlon Datea for B-l B Bases 

Number of 
aircraft 

Location assignedl Activation date 
Dyess AFB. Texas 29 October 1986 

Ellsworth AFB South Dakota 35 January 198;: 

Grand Forks AFB. North Dakota 17 September 1987 

McConnell AFB Kansas 17 Fcbruarv 1988 

98 

I [sing a 9-month administrative leadtime for breakout , the Air E’orcc 
had enough time to purchase some initial spares from knobvn manufac- 
turers and to meet the activation dates for Grand Forks and McConnell b 
.WIS. For instance, had the Air Force started breakout of the fuel control 
in March 19384 ( when it placed the order with the associate prime con- 

tractor), a contract could ha\re been esecuted b), .Janua~.]~ 1985. Assum- 
ing the same W-month production leadtime as the Air Force experienced 
bS) purchasing through the associate prime contractor. the fuel control 
would ha\,c been available by July 198’i. thereby meeting the activation 
dates for Grand Forks and hicConnel1 xI-‘w 
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Replenishment Spares Since the EAB, the Air Force has purchased and continues to purchase 

Purchased From Prime 
many millions of dollars of additional B-1B replenishment spares. U’e 
found that the Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center made additional 

Contractors After purchases from associate prime contractors, using provisioned items 

Breakout orders, even after the items had been broken out and approired for pur- 
chase from the manufacturers. For 8 of the 17 items we reviewed, the 
center made purchases from associate prime contractors after contracts 
had been executed with the it.em manufacturers at lower prices. 

The following examples illustrate ,4ir Force actions and give indications 
of the price differences that can result for the items purchased. 

l Stock No. 6610-01-147-8345; a circuit card for a computer used on the 
B-1B. The Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center purchased 13 of these cir- 
cuit cards from the associate prime contractor. Rockwell International, 
during initial provisioning, using provisioned items orders. A final unit 
price of $87,066 was later negotiated for the 13 items. Rockwell Interna- 
tional, at a provisioning conference, identified Harris Corporation as the 
manufacturer. The center used this information to break out the item in 
September 1986 when it purchased 27 follow-on replenishment spares 
from Harris Corporation at a unit price of $80,361. However, on Decem- 
ber 26. 1985, the center ordered an additional 12 units from Rockwell 
International at an estimated price of $249,288 each, more than 200 per- 
cent higher than the manufacturer’s price. As of August 6, 1987, the Air 
Force had not negotiated final unit prices for this procurement from 
Rockwell International. 

9 Stock No. 2915-Ol-148-0456JF; a temperature sensor on the FlOl engine 
used on the B- 1 B. During initial provisioning, the Oklahoma City Air 
Logistics Center purchased three of these sensors at a unit price of 
$6,203 and six units at a cost of $4,209 each from the General Electric 
Company, an associate prime contractor. The center, using information b 
provided by General Electric, later broke out this item and, in August 
1985, purchased five replenishment spares from Woodward Governor. 
the actual manufacturer, at a unit price of $2,927. Howekfer, in Decem- 
ber 1985, the center ordered 16 units from General Electric on a provi- 
sioned items order for which a unit price of $4,206 was subsequently 
negotiated. This price was $1,279, or 44 percent, higher than that previ- 
ously paid to the manufacturer. In a letter dated *January 28, 1986. Gen- 
eral Electric ad\rised the center that it was holding the order because the 
items being ordered were follow-on buys of units already procured and 
that it preferred that the center buy these parts from the manufacturer. 
To assist the Air Force, General Electric identified the manufacturer of 
the items and suggested that if direct purchase was not possible, the 
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center issue a priced order agains t one of General Elec tric ’s  ex is ting 
basic  ordering agreements ins tead of adding the needed quantity  to an 
unpriced pro\Tisioned items  order. However, in a letter dated February 
18, 1986, the Air Force contracting officer direc ted General Elec tric  to 
proceed with the transaction. 

In March 1982. AFLC issued a polic y  direc tive on provis ioned items  
orders hecause it believed that these orders were being used, without 
authorization, as a “crutch” to support short leadtime requirements for 
replenishment, spares. AF’LC prohibited the previous  abusive use of such 
orders and pointed out that such use had 

v iolated W D  prohibitions  agains t us ing t,he proifis ioning process for 
replenishment spare parts, 
s ignificantly increased spares costs  due to prime contractors’ added 
charges, and 
shifted legitimate ~nc contracting workload to the Air Force Systems 
Command with a resultant negotiation disadvantage. 

The 1982 polic y  direc tive s tated that ex is ting procedures (urgent pur- 
chase requests, basic  ordering agreements, letter contracts, etc .) for pro- 
cur ing replenishment spares were sufficient to support Air Force 
requirements. 

O k lahoma City  center material requirements branch and B-1B program 
offic ials  told us that provis ioned items  orders were used because of 
expediency; that is , they represented the quickest  method of getting 
parts delivered as c lose as possible to the initial operational date (Oct. 1, 
1986) for B-1B aircraft. Center offic ials  sa id that they had not intention- 
ally  v iolated the regulations  and polic y  and that, in retrospect. in expe- 
diting the purchases they failed to check the procurement s tatus  of the ’ 
items  and assumed (erroneously) that the items  had not undergone 
breakout. 

MIX offic ials  agreed that us ing provis ioned items  orders as discussed in 
the above examples  was improper. On November 3. 1986, AFK issued a 
reiteration of its  1982 polic y  on the appropriate use of such orders. The 
polic y  emphasized that provis ioned items  orders cannot be issued to 
prime contractors to procure items  that have undergone breakout proce- 
dures and ha\Te been approved for purchase direc t from the manufac- 
turer. However, we found t,hat this  polic y  reiteration also was not 
always followed. as illus trated by the following example. 
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l Stock No. 1660-01-148-0459; an air blower used on the B-1B aircraft. 
This item  was initially acquired from  Rockwell International, an associ- 
ate prime contractor. It had subsequently undergone breakout proce- 
dures and had been approved for breakout to the manufacturer, 
Sundstrand Industries, in January 1984 and again in March 1985, but. no 
purchases were made from  Sundstrand. On November 13. 1986, the 
Oklahoma City center ordered, on a provisioned items order, 25 replen- 
ishment spares from  Rockwell International at an estimated unit price of 
$179.481. 

Conclusions 
~---- 

The Air Force did not take full adlrantage of breakout opportunities dur- 
ing initial provisioning for the B-1B. In particular. the .4ir Force could 
have used available data to break out individual spare parts for pur- 
chase directly from  manufacturers as part of the 4-year MB, rather than 
buying all items from  associate prime contractors and component manu- 
facturers. We do not believe the decision to buy all initial and replenish- 
ment, spare parts in the EAB from  the associate prime contractors and 
component manufacturers was appropriate in view of the significant 
price reductions that are possible when procurements of this type are 
broken out. Neit,her do we believe that using provisioned items orders as 
an expedient means of getting parts on order justifies violating AFLC pol- 
icy of not buying replenishment spare parts from  prime contractors 
when the items have been approved for breakout. 

AI-W'S reiteration of its policy. prohibiting use of provisioned items 
orders to buy spare parts from  prime contractors when the items have 
been approved for purchase from  manufacturers. was a step in the right 
direction. Howe\:er, we are concerned whether the policy will be prop- 
erly implemented~ because items approved for breakout were ordered on 
a pro\:isioned items order from  a prime contractor after AFLC reiterated b 
its policy. 

i Recom m endations 
I 

To maximize the breakout. of spare parts during initial provisioning of 
future systems. we recommend that the Secretary of t,he Air Force direct 
the C’ommander, .w.c. to: 

l Emphasize t,he need IO identify manufacturers of spares items, evaluate 
such items for breakout, and establish contracts to purchase the items 
directly from  manufacturers as early as possible in the provisioning pro- 
cess, even for programs such as the E.UI. 
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. Ensure that the avoidance of administrati\~e leadtime and paperwork 

in\vl\Jed in breaking out spares items is not routinely used as justifica- 
t ion for avoiding procurement from spares manufacturers. 

. Require air logistics centers to recognize that all initially provisioned 
spares may not be needed by a weapon system’s IOC: and to take full 
advantage of cost-effective opportunities to break out procurement of 
spartbs quantities needed for base activat,ions that occur subsequent to 
the IOC’. 

14’~ also rec’ommend that the Secretary of the Air Force direct the Com- 
mander. AFLC, to closely monitor Oklahoma City and other air logistics 
centers compliance with .WI.C policy against using provisioned items 
orders to a\,oid breaking out spares that have been approved for pur- 
chase directly from the manufacturers. 

Agency Comments and In commenting on a draft of this report (:see app. II’), DOD generally con- 

C)ur Evaluation 
curred with our r(~commendations and indicated that actions had been 
or would bc taken Lvhich are espected to significantly increase spares 
breakout in the future. 

im stated that the EAR approach was selected for all B-l B spares acqui- 
sitions on the basic assumption that it would result in significant savings 
and other benefits by combining into economic lot sizes the procurement 
of material to be used in production and as spares. After the EAH 

approach ~vas selected. commitments were made to buy the spares from 
the prime contractors. According to DOD. a change in methodology after 
that point would have caused the Air Force to break its commitments to 
buy spares from the prime contractors and would have delaJ,ed initial 
provisioning of the aircraft. DOD stated that it does not agree that the 
I.:AI\ met hod ~vas not the correct approach to support the B-l B program. b 

IXJI) intcvpwtc~d our draft report as being critical of the .Sir Force’s deci- 
sion to IIW t hc ~:.-\II approach to acquire spares for t:he B-l B. This inter- 
pretation nxs no1 correct and we haire added espliiit language to the 
report stating that we did not revieiv the rationale for or the overall 
rcwllts of t tw LISC’ of tht? l-:xH. 

‘l’herc! was nothing inherent in the EAR approach that precluded breaking 
out sp;wcs. Any satrings realized as a result of combining procurements 
into twnomic lot sizes would have stemmed primarily from reduced pro- 
duc*tion costs incurred by the mamlfacturers of the spares. If the manu- 
fxturcrs, which would ha\‘e been the same organizations regardless of 
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whether the spares were broken out or ordered through the prime con- 
tractors, had been able to reduce their production costs, these reduced 
costs would have resulted in lower prices to the Air Force. For those 
spares that could have been broken out. the benefits of these reduced 
costs could have been passed directly to the Air Force. However, pro- 
curement of these spares through the prime contractors would result in 
these manufacturing cost saLrings benefits being reduced by the amount 
of the prime contractors overhead and profit charges before being 
passed to the Air Force. As shown by the examples cited in the report, 
the Air Force could have used available data and assessed the feasibility 
of breaking out individual items. For those items that could have been 
broken out, the Air Force could have avoided prime contractors’ 
charges. DOD. in commenting on the draft report. agreed that, in retro- 
spect, additional B-LB spares could possibly have been broken out earlier 
in the acquisition process. 

DOD acknowledged that the Air Force had erred, because of inadequate 
internal coordination, in buying replenishment spares from prime con- 
tractors after the items had been approved for breakout and had been 
bought from manufacturers at lower prices. DUD stated that the Air 
Force has taken action to ensure that proper coordination occurs in the 
future. 

The actions that DOD indicated have been or will be initiated, if effec- 
tively implemented, should assure that assessments of breakout oppor- 
tunities are made early in the acquisition process for future weapon 
systems and that spares are not bought from prime contractors after 
they have been approved for breakout. 

The objectii’e, scope. and methodology of our review is described in 
appendix I. 

Llnless you publicly announce the contents of this report earlier, we plan 
no further distribution until 14 days after its issue date. At that time, 
we will send copies to the Chairmen. House and Senate Committees on 
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Appropriations and on Armed Ser\,ices, House Committee on Go\wn- 
mcnt Operations, and Senate Committee on Go\‘ernmental Affairs; the 
Director, Office of Management and Budget; and the Secretaries of 
Defense and the Air Force. 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 



Appendix I 

Objective, Scope, and Methodology 

Our overall objective was to evaluate AFIL breakout procedures for ini- 
tial spare parts acquisitions. To accomplish our objective, we reviewed 
Air Force policies, procedures, and practices at Headquarters, A~IX, and 
at t,he Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center. Also, we interviewed XFLC 
and center officials responsible for carrying out these responsibilities. 

For our review. we judgmentally selected 34 Oklahoma City center-man- 
aged items that were initially provisioned for the B-l& These items 
were acquired from three of the four associate B-1B prime contractors, 
but were not manufactured by them. We selected these items because 
they were potential breakout candidates that appeared to meet Air 
Force breakout criteria. For items actually meeting the breakout criteria, 
we reviewed data supporting each purchase of initial and replenishment 
spares made during January 1983 through March 1987. This enabled us 
to identify contractors from whom the parts had been purchased and to 
determine whether replenishment spares were purchased from associate 
prime contractors after having been approved for breakout. 

Our approach in selecting potential breakout candidates for re\Gew 
allowed us to quickly identify whether or not the center attempted 
breakout during initial provisioning. However, our approach did not 
enable us to estimate the total magnitude and value of missed breakout 
opportunities and we did not attempt to estimate the savings that could 
have been achieved through individual breakout actions. Our review+ 
was performed in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. 
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Appcntlix II -___ 

Comments From the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Production & Logistics) 

Note GAO comments 
supplemenllng those In the 
report text appear at the 
end of lhvs appendtx 

Sde comment 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON D c 20301.8iJrJG 

PRODUCTION AND 
LOGISTICS 

IJSPM 

Ml-. Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 
National Security and International Affairs Division 
US General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Conahan: 

This is the Department of Defense (DoD) response to the 
General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report, "AIR FORCE 
PROCUREMENT: More B-1B Spares Should Have Been Bought Directly 
From Manufacturers," dated May 1, 1987 (GAO code 392184) OSD Case 
7289. The DoD partially concurs with the GAO findings and 
recommendations. 

The DoD agrees that, in retrospect, more B-1B spares could 
possibly have been broken out earlier In the B-1B procurement 
process. At the time the Expanded Advance Buy (EAB) approach was 
developed for the B-lB, however, the DoD Breakout Program was 
dlrected primarily toward replenishment spares, not initial 
provisioning. Procedures for Initial spares breakout were not 
established until June 1986. 

It is also important to recognize that in developing the EAB 
approach for the B-lE3, the Air Force considered component 
breakout and the potential for spares obsolescence during this 
period. In 1984, an Air Force Audit Agency report entitled "B-1B 
Component Breakout," reached similar conclusions as the current 
GAO report. Based on an analysis developed at that time, the Air 
Force determined that savings of $158.9 million were achievable 
through the EAB approach. The Congress was made aware of this 
planned acquisition strategy before it was implemented. 
Commitments to contractors were then established early to take 
advantage of quantity buys and to facilitate design improvements. 

The DOD agrees that spares should be considered for breakout 
as early in the acquisition process as is practicable, and has 
already taken action to do so. In June 1986, the Commander, Air 
Force Loglstlcs Command, published new criteria for breakout of 
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Appendix 11 
Comments From the .4ssistant .Secretao of 
Defense (Production & Logistics) 

initial spares. For those items that meet the breakout criteria, 
each Air Logistics Center is now routinely attempting to breakout 
spares procurements. Addi t ionally, the Air Force is increasing 
its attention to compliance with provisioned item order 
procedures. These actions are expected to result in significant 
increases in spares breakout. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft GAO 
report. Comments relative to each of the major points raised in 
the report are enclosed. 

Assistant Secretary of 
Defense 

(Production & Logistics) 

Enclosure 
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Appendix II 
Comments From the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Production & Logistics) 

tjowonpp. 1.2.3and8 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS ON 

GAO DRAFT REPORT - DATED MAY 1, 1987 
(GAO CODE 3921841, 0SD CASE 7289 

"AIR FORCE PROCUREMENT: MORE B-1B SPARES SHOULD 
HAVE BEEN BOUGHT DIRECTLY FROM MANUFACTURERS” 

l **+t 

FINDINGS 

FINDING A: Initial Spares Breakout Efforts for the B-18 
Program. The GAO analyzed 34 B-1B spares included in the Air 
Force Logistics Command (AFLC) concept called the expanded 
advance buy (EAB) for B-1B spares acquisition. Twenty-five of 
these spares were approved for breakout and replenishment 
quantities for 17 of them were purchased from the actual manu- 
facturer rather than the prime. The GAO also found, however, 
that none of these i terns were broken out during the EAB. The GAO 
discussed two specific examples where EAB breakout opportunities 
were missed and concluded that the Air Force could have avoided 
prime contractors’ overhead and profit charges if it had bought 
the initial and replenishment spares directly from manufacturers. 
(PP. 1-2, pp. 4-5/GAO Draft Report) 

DoD Response: Partially concur. The DOD agrees that, in 
retrospect, addi t ional spares breakout oppor tuni t i es may have 
been available early in the B-1B acquisition. The E4B, however, 
was approved by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 
in December 1983, based on a well supported review of all spares 
requirements of the three associate contractors. In reaching its 
decision on the EAB, the Air Force considered component breakout 
and the potential for spares obsolescence as a result of future 
reliability testing, and it was determined that the anticipated 
savings of $158.9 million were achievable. Pro jetted savings 
under the EAB approach were developed based on a conpar ison of 
the three associate contractors, the engine contractors’ normal 
business activities, and the EAB procedures. No adcii t ional 
breakout of B-1B components (First Tier Manufacturers) were 
planned. The basic assumption was that materiel, components, and 
subassemblies were less costly if procured in economic lot sizes 
(i.e., production and spares). With a firm commitment to spares, 
iterative design improvements can be accomplished more 
effectively. From the data submitted the commitment was then 
made to associate contractors to purchase under economic order 
yuanti ty procedures 48 months of spares support. Based on the 
commitment, large overall savings were expected and determined to 
be achievable. Both the House and Senate Committees on Armed 
Services and Appropriations were made aware of this Air Force 
planned acquisition strategy. 
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It is important to note at the time of this decision (December 
19831, the DOD breakout program was generally directed only 
toward replenishment spares purchases. This is normally well 
after initial provisioning actions have taken place and design 
stability is achieved. It was not until February 22, 1985, that 
interim guidelines for initial spares breakout were provided. 
Main points of the interim guidelines were to procure on the 
provisioning contract or use purchase requests for breakout to 
First Tier Manufacturers. The decision was to be based on which 
method would ensure best possible logistic support of the weapon 
system. Limj teil datl ‘v3ilabilty and the pressing time 
associated rJlth vendor contracts impacted the amount of breakout 
that wac; achievable. The vendor contract leadtlme situation is 
being addressed. This could be corrected by awarding 
provisioning type contracts to major vendors at the same time 
prime contracts for the weapon are awarded. Final official 
procedures for breakout during initial provisioning were first 
provided in Air Force Logistics Command Regulation (AFLCR) 800-9 
dated June 20,1986. In addition, the Air Force made major 
changes to the initial provisioning system which allowed 
placement oE orders to secondary contractors once provisioning 
contracts tiere atiarded. This capability was not available at the 
start oE B-1B initial provisioning. 

In the case of the B-18, the Air Force operated under normal 
initial provisionlng as out 1 ined and approved under the EAB 
procedures. They were committed to buy required spares under E9B 
procedures. 4 change j n methodology at that time would have 
caused problems in two areas. First, it would have broken the 
com,nitment made to the associate contractors and therefore, could 
have affected overall program savings. Secondly, contracts with 
mayor vendors would have been required, which would have delayed 
initial provisioning and affected user support oE the B-18. 

FINDING B: Reasons for Not Breaking Out B-1B Spares During the 
EAB . The GAO reported that Air Force officials agreed that 
breakout efforts during the EAB could have resulted in price 
reductions. The GAO also reported, however, that the Air Force 
ofElcials cited several reasons why breakout bgaa not clone, 
including: (1) The additional administrative leadtibnr snd 
paperwork Involved: (2) Pressures to have spare parts available 
to support the B-1B in order to achieve its relatively short 
initial operational capability (IOC) date: and (3) Because the 
R-1B EAB occurred during 1983 through 1985, +en no formal 
guldelines existed to cover initial spares breakout and when the 
aut~:,~netecl provisioning system had 1 Imite ability to handle 
breakout purchases. Whi le the GAO recognized these reasons, the 
GAO also concluded that the Air Force courd have done more to 
achieve timely execution of contracts with manufacturers during 
the EAR. The GAO identiEied several instances bghere the 
associate prime contractor provided the Identity of the 
manufacturer to the Alr Force cluriny early full scale development. 
The GA3 concluded that this provided ample time for breakout. 
‘rhe GAO further concludecf that the .41r Force could have taken 
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advantage of breakout opportunities by recognizing that not dll 
the spares would be needed by the B-1B IOC date. Overall, the 
GAO concluded that the Air Force decision to buy all initial and 
replenishment spare parts during the EAB from the associate prime 
contractors and component manufacturers was not appropriate in 
view of the significant price reductions possible &hen such 
procurements are broken out. (p. 2, pp. 5-8, p. 12,‘GAO Draft 
Report) 

DoD Response : Partially concur. The DOD agrees with the 
reasons reported by the GAO for not breaking out B-1B spares 
procurements. Also important in determining initial spares 
breakout opportunities, however, are manpower levels, available 
leadtimes and mission support requirements. It is Air Force 
policy to breakout items when, after considering all these 
factors, breakout is determined to be in the best interest of the 
Government and mission support requirements can still be met. 

As discussed in the DOD response to Finding A, the DOD does not 
agree that the EAB method was not the correct approach to support 
the B-1B program. As previously discussed, the analysis 
supporting the EAB decision considered the econolnics and mission 
impact of ‘breakout, as well as other alternatives. Changing this 
philosophy late in the EAB effort may have jeopardized existing 
contract arrangements and mission support. 

Finally, from the standpoint of supporting the implementation of 
this new weapons system, use of the EAB concept proved to be an 
efficient technique. Timely logistics support for the initial 
operation of B-1B is the subject of another GAO audit currently 
in progress (GAO code 392305). 

FINDING C: B-18 Replenishment Spares Purchased from Prime Con- 
tractors After Breakout. The GAO found that since the EAB, the 
Air Force made purchases for 8 of 17 items from prime contractors 
after firm price contracts had been executed with the item 
manufacturers at lower prices. The GAO also found, llowever, that 
in March 1982, the AFLC issued a policy directive on provisioned 
i tern orders, prohibiting their use to support short leadtlme 
requirements for replenishment spares. 
according to Air Force officials, 

The G40 reported thdb, 
provisioned i tern orders were 

used for the B-1B replenishment items for expediency reasons and 
because they had erroneously assumed that the i terns had not 
undergone breakout. According to the GAO, AFLC of facials agreed 
that UBe of provisioned item orders for these items was j mproper. 
The GAO reported that in November 1986, the AFLC reiterated the 
1982 policy, emphasizing that provisioned item orders cannot be 
issued to prime contractors to procure i terns that have underg#Jna 
breakout procedures and been approved for direct purchase from 
the manufacturer. The GAO further found, however, that tiiis 
reiterated policy was still not always followed. The GAO 
concluded that the 1986 policy reiteration is a stef, ~II f-he right 
direction to increased use of breakout opportunities, but that 
the policy may not be fully implemented since items approved for 
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breakout had been purchased from prime contractors. (P. 2, pp. 
9-12/GAO Draft Report) 

DoD Response : Concur. This situation occurred when a 
complete Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) Additive 
Spares Support (SASS) Kit was placed on procurement. The need 
date for this kit was established to coincide with the IOC, and 
the items in the kit were placed on order using provisioned item 
orders (PIOs) without knowledge that routine replenishment spares 
had been broken out. The Air Force has taken action to ensure 
that as addi t ional procurements develop, proper coordination will 
occur and the purchases will be made directly from the breakout 
contractor. 
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NQwonp 9 

Npw on p 9 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

RECOMMENDATION 1: The GAO recommended that the Secretary of 
the Air Force direct the Commander, AFLC, to emphasize the need 
to identiEy manufacturers of spares items, evaluate such items 
for breakout, and establish contracts to purchase the items 
directly from manufacturers, as early as possible in the 
provisioning process, even for prograins such as the EAB. (PP. 
12-13/G90 Draft Report) 

DoD Position: Partially concur. While the DOD agrees with 
the objective stated in Recommendation 1, the Commander, AFLC, 
has already emphasized the need for identifying manufacturers of 
spares items and evaluating such items for breakout by publishing 
Air Force Logistics Command Regulation (AFLCR) 800-9, Chapter 35 
of June 1986. (Since breakout of initial spares requires 
extensive advance planning, the AFLC is reviewing the policy and 
will make refinements as necessary. 1 For those items which meet 
the breakout criteria specified in the aforementioned regulation, 
each Air Logistics Center is routinely establishing contracts or 
provisioning agreements to purchase those items directly from the 
actual manufacturers. The EAB approach, however, should not 
necessarily be included. 

The EAB is an acquisition strategy that requires a great deal of 
analysis prior to application and is a viable alternate strategy 
to breakout. The Air Force is fully colnmitted to applying the 
best combination of SAIP, breakout, or multiyear contracts for 
Guantity dlscounta to achieve the most economic and responsive 
support possible. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 : The GAO recommended that the Secretary of 
the Air Force direct the Commander, 9FLC, to ensure that the 
avoidance of administrative leadtime and paperwork involved in 
breakiny out spares items is not routinely used as justification 
for avoiding procurement Erom spares manufacturers. 
Draft Report) 

(p. 13/GAO 

DoD Position: Partially concur. The DOD agrees with the 
intent oE this recommendation, however, AFLCR 800-9, Chapter 35, 

has a checklist oE criteria that must be met before a decision 
can be made to break out a part to the actual manufacturer. As 
stated in AFLCR 800-9, excessive leadtimes, urgency of need, 
configuration stabi li ty and control, system warranties and cost 
analysis are sollIe of the criteria which influence the decision to 
dk.11uire spares from the prime contractor or actual manufacturer. 

RECOMMENDATION 3 : The GAO recommended that the Secretary of 
the Air Force direct the Commander, AFLC, to require Air 
Logis’:ics Centers to recognize that all iliitlally provisioned 
spares may not be needed by a weapon system’s IOC and to take 
full <advantage of cost-effective opportunities to break out 
procurement of spares quantities needed for base activations 
diicli occur subsequent to the IOC. (p. 13iGAO DraEt Report) 
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DoD Position: Partially concur. The DOD agrees with the 
Intent of this recommendation. In determining the acquisition 
method to use, however, the Air Force looks at indicators such as 
the contractor’s engineering estimated maintenance factor, 
estimated failure data, projected aircraft deliveries, initial 
spares need dates, quantities required, conEiguration stability, 
leadtimes and cost. Based on these criteria, judgements are made 
regarding breaking out iterns with acceptable risk. This analysis 
takes into consideration whether splitting contracts for inj tial 
spares will automatically result in price savings. 

RECOMMENDATION 4 : The GAO recommended that the Secretary or 
the Air Force direct the Commander, AFLC, to monitor closely 
Oklahoma City and clther Ajr Logistics Centers compliance with 
AFLC policy against using PIOs to avoId breaking out spares which 
have been approved for purchase directly from manufacturers. 
(P. 13iGAO Draft Report) 

DoD Position: Concur. The DoD agrees that in general PIOs 
should not 6e used where i terns have been identified for direct 
purchase. The Air Force will make this a special interest item 
during IG inspections, Management Effectiveness Inspect ions 
(MEIs) and Staff Assist!ince Visits. These methods should ensure 
tlidt PI06 are used ‘.111ly in those ci rcums tances where just i f ied. 
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C’omments From the Assistant Sccretaw of 
Drfrnw (Prnduction & Logistics) 

The following is a GAO comment on the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
( Production and Logistics) letter dated .July 20. 1987. 

GAO Comment The scope of the Air Force .\udit Agency’s work covered the issue of 
component breakout: it did not co\w spares breakout. 
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